
STRUCTURAL CONTROL OF METASOMATISM IN THE 
IRON ORE DEPOSITS OF THE RÚDARANYA REGION.

by G. PANTO.

it is a well know fact that the ore dfejpasits of Rudabánya 
(Northern Hungary) are formed by the ferric metasomatism of 
Triassic formations and is quite different from the vein-like siderite 
occurrences of the Szepes—Gömör One Mountain (Czechoslovakia).

As ore reserves of 'Rudabánya have been established by 
drillings, geological problems did not arise during the last sixty 
year’s large-scale mining. That is why the marvellous exposures of the 
open cast mining have not undergone yet a detailed structural ana
lysis. As the last 10 year’s geological and mining researches in this dis
trict have been intimated by the mining department of the Diósgyőr 
iron furnaces (MÄYAG), more attention has been paid to the northern 
part of the region (Mártonja and Tornaszentandrás), than to Ruda
bánya itself. The direct purpose of the 1947 year’s survey was also 
the thorough examination of the ore bodies in Mártonja and Tqma- 
szentandrás, but indirectly evőn the survey of Rudabánya in search 
of analogies.

The structural relations as (exposed by the 4.5 km long open 
cast mining of Rudabánya ,are very difficult to be figured. Instructive 
and sharp exposures are given by the nearly vertical walls of the 
stopes but the platforms are covered mostly by débris. The study 
of the actual stopes does not enable us to construct a median section 
of the deposit because most of the surface-near ore bodies* have been 
sloped already and the ditch-like open cast operations readied to 
the margin of the ore deposit. According to the stair-like stoping 
vertical sections of the 8—10 metre high «silices» appear along 
different hase-lin|es.

In the open cast mining following formations fare (exposed:
1. Lower Werfenian (Seisian) green micaceous sandstones.
2. Upper Werfenian (Campilian) marls and shales, originalfy 

bluish grey (turning yellow by oxidization) with irregular purple 
bands. Campilian limestone has not been observed in the open cast 
mining.

3. Anisian Guttenstein dolomites (dark grey, brecciated).
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4. Pannonian beds. The eroded Mesozoic surface is overlain 
by a 0.5—2 metre thick layer of terrestrial sediments and on top 
of it by Lower Pannonian lacustrine olay-sand-lignite succession, 
which furnished mammalian relics.

Different Triassic formations have been exposed to meta
somatism but the actual siderilte->limonite reserves of the mine ori
ginate chiefly from dolomite. Between ore and unchanged dolomites 
all gradations can be observed. On the sections ffiimonitic iron orp 
(>  30 per cent Fe), anfeerite ( 20—30 pier cent Fe), ferric lime
stone «  20 per cent Fe) and unchanged dolomite were distinguished.

The structural study of the mining exposures revealed that 
the ore-bearing series underwent as a whole strong tectonic move
ments in different phases. An old miner of Rudabánya told me, the 
ore-bearing series has the semblance as if limonite blocks had been 
plunged into a masis of plaster. In geological language: Campiliian 
shales were overlain by Guttenstein dolomite. Repeated lateral com
pression effected imbrication and par Liai overriding. According to 
the great difference of plasticity between the two formations dolo
mite has been broken into parts or even ground locally while the 
shale served lubricating and filled every open fissure. In this way 
ldocks and slabs of dolomite resp. iron ore became embedded in 
shale.

Studying the longitudinal section of the Rudabánya ore-bearing 
zone as ex posted in the open cast mines from Bruimami to Polyánka 
(N-S) it is apparent, that southwards the structure becomes by re
peated imbrication more and mope complex- In the northern third of 
the mine there- is only one sheet of metasomatic iron ore though dis
sected an tilted. Each fragment of the originally coherent sheet of 
approximately 10 metre thickness is surrounded iby contorted, fissurel- 
filling, underlying and overlapping shales. This zone Ss overridden 
by an unaltered thick-banked dolomite sheet of eroded surface. 
Its bottom :is rounded by thrusting. (Fig. 4., 5., Plate I. 1., 2.)

In the southern part of the minig iron ore1—dolomite slabs 
embedded in shale are overlapping each other repeatedly in an irre- 
tgular way, but there is no large uppermost dolomite cover as in 
the northern part. The slabs are nowhere lens-shaped, they lane 
«schuppen» or blocks but no intercalations. (Fig. 1., 2., 3.) Where 
foliation of the Shale can be observed, intense folding reveals its 
injecting, fissurefillHng movement. (Fig. 6., 7.„ 8.,, Plate II. 1.) 
The evidences of injecting behaviour of the Werfenian shales 
explain the formaidon of similar structures in Triassic li
mestones and dolomites overlying shales observed throughout 
the mountain, (la ). The more the plastic shales are yielding to 
pressure, rigid dolomite masses of the same tectonic unit become the 
more lintensely squeezed. An exposure of Rudabánya (Fig. 9.) exhibit 
like a model the structure of Rudabánya. An ankierite slab is over
riding dolomite. Overlapping chips of both rigid masses are embedded 
irregu tary in the inserted lubricant shale.
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Dealing with such a complicate structure the structural control 
of metasomatism cannot be explained without ambiguity. As the 
metasomatism of carbonatic rocks is influenced much more by 
differences of permeability than of solubility the most important 
part of «ground preparation» is crushing of the rock. The rigid 
dolomite of Rudabáhya extremely crushed by orogenic movements 
might have represent favourable conditions. Besides the permeability 
of dolomites the less pervious shale cover might have had a great 
significance (Fig. 4,, 12.)

In the Rudabánya mining no deep vertical fissure could be 
observed which might be suspected to be a hydrothermal' conduit. 
Notwithstanding accepting the hydrothermal theory of ore genesis 
metallizing solutions are supposed to come from below. Deposition 
of ore minerals in lodes can be explained with changing of dissolv
ing factors. The chemical process of metasomatism being a grain 
by grain, molecule by molecule replacement needs :a very long time 
and is influenced by many physical factors. It is therefore indis
pensable for metasomatism a barrier before the upwards streaming 
metallizing solutions which forces them to spread horizontally in the 
dolomite and to stagnate there. The shale cover caused by this 
retarda tory action that the metallizing solutions remained infiltrated 
so long that transformation of the whole rock mass could take place.

Overthrust might have preceded metallization effecting «ground 
preparation» by crushing-grinding of the dolomites and bringing 
Werfenian shales anomalously on top of the dolomite. Postmata- 
somatic dislocations are documented by sharp tectonic contacts of 
differently metallized blocks. The ore-bearing zone in its actual dis
junction being fonmied by several hundred more or less m elásom ali zed 
dolomite blocks separated by shale might not represent favourable 
conditions for extensive metallization. (Fig. 10.) The shale in this state 
might prevent ore-bearing solutions to reach farther lying blocks. 
The crushed dolomite sheet might have undergone metasomatism 
as a more or less coherent body and became imbricated later. Plas
ticity of the Werfenian shales became increased by hydrothermal 
alteration thus enabling it even to injecting movements. The post- 
mesozoic metasomatism interposing two phases of tectonic movements 
might have taken place during the Alpine orogenesis.

Our knowledges with regard to the extension of the ore-bearing 
zone towards the north shall be probably enlarged and cleared by 
the survey of underground operations proposed for next summer. 
Then the new 4 km long heading showing the lowermost longitu
dinal1 section of the whole mining will be accessible in entire length.

*
Very similar conditions can be observed in the MiarLonyi iron 

ore deposit lying 10 km from Rudabánya along the NNE general 
strike of the metasomafcilc occurrence. Open cast mining extending 
jón a 80C metre long section exposed limonitic iron ore deriving from
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metasomatized Triasisic dolomite. The whole occurrence is of much 
smaller scale thian Rudabánya but postmetasomiatic, nearly horizontal 
movements might have been more intense. The ore-bearing zone 
is extremely crushed and torn, overthrust plane an Werfeni an shale 
is marked by rounded polished fragments of the neighbouring Trias- 
siic and even Carboniferous formations. (See enclosed map and 
section.)

1 #

Tornaszentandrás represents ja quite different type of iron ore 
occurrences. The microcrystalline Middle Triassic limestone of Ml. 
Osztramos (age determined by A. K och  50 years iago but held during 
ithe last 40 years erroneously for Carboniferous) includes a cave sys
tem filled with ochreous iron ore. (Fig. 13.) This is sloped in the mine but 
the wall of the cave though somewhat ferric is not worth exploitation. 
The cave system lying parialillel and near to the fault bordering the 
limestone towards the Guttenstein dolomite follows tectonic fissures. 
The limestone in the neighbourhood of the fissures underwent in
complete metasomatism and yielded ochreous iron ore by secondary 
enrichment of the cave formation. The incompleteness of metaso
matism can be explained by the absence of impervious barrier, metal
lizing solutions did not stagnate therefore in the pores of the wallrock.
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